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Abstract. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are well suited for
image restoration tasks, like super resolution, deblurring, and denois-
ing, in which the information required for restoring each pixel is mostly
concentrated in a small neighborhood around it in the degraded image.
However, they are less natural for highly non-local reconstruction prob-
lems, such as computed tomography (CT). To date, this incompatibility
has been partially circumvented by using CNNs with very large recep-
tive fields. Here, we propose an alternative approach, which relies on
the rearrangement of the CT projection measurements along the CNN’s
3rd (channels’) dimension. This leads to a more local inverse problem,
which is suitable for CNNs. We demonstrate our approach on sparse-
view and limited-view CT, and show that it significantly improves recon-
struction accuracy for any given network model. This allows achieving
the same level of accuracy with significantly smaller models, and thus
induces shorter training and inference times.
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1 Introduction

Deep learning has led to major leaps in our ability to solve complex inverse prob-
lems. In the context of image restoration, the architectures of choice are typically
convolutional neural networks (CNNs). CNNs have pushed the state-of-the-art
in tasks like super-resolution [11,13,33], denoising [12,16,31], deblurring [21,25],
dehazing [30] and deraining [19]. These are tasks that are well suited for CNNs
because of their local nature. Namely, good restoration in those problems can
be achieved by predicting the value of each pixel from a local neighborhood
around it in the input image, which is precisely how CNNs operate. However,
there exist many important inverse problems that do not possess this locality
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property, and are thus a-priori less natural for CNNs. One particularly impor-
tant example is computed tomography (CT), where cross-sections of the human
body are reconstructed from partial measurements of their Radon transform (or
sinogram).

Fig. 1. Non-local nature of CT reconstruction. Ground-truth images (a & c)
and their corresponding reconstructions (b & d) based on 30 projections, using FBP.
Reconstruction artifacts exhibit a global structure, resembling streaks or rays, making
them hard to tackle by CNNs, which operate locally.

CT reconstruction has seen significant progress over the years. Theoreti-
cally, infinitely many projection angles and noise-free measurements allow perfect
reconstruction, e.g. via the filtered back-projection (FBP) method [6]. However,
under practical capturing conditions, the reconstruction problem is ill-posed and
the naive FBP method leads to poor reconstructions (Fig. 1). The effect becomes
more severe when using low radiation doses and/or a small number of projec-
tions, which are desired for reducing scan times and exposure to ionizing X-
ray radiation, but lead to noisy and under-sampled sinograms. Several works
suggested to use CNNs for learning to reconstruct CT images from degraded
sinograms. These methods first convert the low-quality sinogram into an image,
and then feed it into the CNN. The conversion stage is done either with the
FBP method [3,9] or using learned operations [8]. However, in both cases, the
CNN is typically left with solving a very nonlocal reconstruction problem. This
can be appreciated from Figs. 1(b), (d), which depict FBP reconstructions of a
delta function and a chest scan, from 30 projection angles. As can be seen, the
FBP-reconstructed images contain global streaking artifacts. Therefore, CNNs
applied on such inputs, must have very large receptive fields [9] to ensure that
they can access the information relevant for recovering each pixel. This comes
at the cost of many learned parameters, and networks that are harder to train.

In this paper, we present an approach for adapting CNNs to the highly non-
local CT reconstruction task, by modifying their input such that the information
relevant for reconstructing each pixel is available in a small spatial neighborhood
around it, across different channels. To this end, we begin by converting the cap-
tured sinogram into a series of per-projection images, which we then stack along
the channels dimension, and feed into the CNN. The process is depicted in Fig. 2
and described in detail in Sect. 3.
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We bring our approach to bear on several sparse-view and limited-view CT
reconstruction tasks, including under low dose and patient motion settings.
These tasks are all highly relevant for the ongoing effort to reduce radiation
exposure in patients undergoing CT scans, without compromising image quality
and impairing medical diagnosis.

CNN

Reconstructed image
Multi-channel input

Fig. 2. Sketch of the proposed method. After data is acquired from N projection
angles (left), we propose to arrange the filtered projections along the channel axis of
a 3D tensor g(x, y) (middle), before feeding it to a reconstruction CNN to yield the
reconstructed image (right).

2 Related Work

As mentioned above, the simple FBP method is not well suited for sparse-view
and low-dose CT settings. Several more advanced techniques have been devel-
oped over the years. These can be broadly put in several categories, as follows.

Iterative Algorithms. These reconstruct the CT image by iteratively mini-
mizing an objective function [2,26,32]. The algebraic reconstruction technique
(ART) [7] and simultaneous ART (SART) [1] minimize a fidelity term that
pushes the reconstructed image to be consistent with the sinogram. Other meth-
ods incorporate image priors over the reconstructed image by adding a regular-
ization term, e.g. penalizing the �1 [20] or �0 [29] norm of the image gradients.

Radon Space. These methods operate on the sinogram before transforming
it to an image. Some low-dose reconstruction methods proposed to denoise the
sinogram using a MAP estimator based on low-dose CT noise statistics [24],
or by using a total variation based denoising model tailored for Poisson noise
[34]. For sparse-view CT, Lee et al. [14] trained a U-Net-like residual CNN on
downsampled and interpolated sinogram patches, while Li et al. [15] learned a
dictionary to fill in missing sinogram projections. However, common to all Radon
space methods is the need to eventually transform the reconstructed sinogram
into image space (e.g. using FBP), which typically results in introducing new
artifacts.

Image Space. These techniques attempt to enhance a näıvely reconstructed
image (obtained e.g. using FBP). Y. Chen et al. [4] employed dictionary learning
to reduce the noise and streaking artifacts in low-dose CT images. Kang et al.
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[10] applied a CNN to the wavelet coefficients of the reconstructed image, while
an auto-encoder design was used in [3]. Yang et al. [28] trained a WGAN to
improve perceptual quality. In terms of reconstruction performance, Jin et al. [9]
achieved state of the art results by training a U-Net network to suppress the
global streaking artifacts that arise in sparse-view reconstruction using FBP.

End-to-End. These methods process the sinogram, transform it into an image,
and then operate further on the reconstructed image. He et al. [8] used fully
connected layers to filter the sinogram, followed by a learned backprojection
layer mapping into the image domain, and a residual CNN performing post-
processing on the resulting image. Wang et al. [22] proposed to use two residual
CNNs, one on the sinogram and one on the image obtained by transforming the
processed sinogram into an image using FBP.

Our approach falls in the intersection of the Radon and image domains, as it
proposes a novel intermediate representation, which makes the information rele-
vant for reconstructing each pixel in the image locally accessible for subsequent
processing. As such, it can be paired with almost any method operating in the
image domain, including end-to-end methods.

3 Adapting Radon Space Representation for CNNs

CT scans are closely related to the Radon transform. Specifically, when using
the simple setting of parallel-beam CT, the measurements correspond precisely
to the Radon transform of the imaged slice, at the measured angles. When using
the more popular fan-beam geometry, a narrow X-ray source illuminates a wide
section of the body, and as a result the individual projections do not form hori-
zontal lines in Radon space. However, those measurements can be converted into
a regular sinogram by using a simple closed-form computation [5,23]. Therefore,
in the interest of simplicity, we will describe our method for the parallel-beam
CT setting, keeping in mind that it is applicable also to fan-beam CT in a
straight-forward manner. We begin by describing the FBP method, and then
explain how sinograms can be rearranged to better fit the local nature of CNNs.

3.1 The Filtered Backprojection Algorithm

Let f : R2 → R be a real-valued image. Its Radon transform [17] is the function
s : [0, π) × R → R obtained from the linear transformation

s(θ, r) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f(z sin θ + r cos θ,−z cos θ + r sin θ) dz. (1)

That is, each point (θ, r) in the sinogram corresponds to an integral of f over
the straight line {(x, y) : x cos θ + y sin θ = r}, which lies at a distance r from
the origin and forms an angle θ with the vertical axis. In the context of CT,
f corresponds to the attenuation coefficients across a slice within the imaged
object, and s is obtained by measuring the amount of radiation that passes
through lines within f (see Fig. 2). Under mild assumptions, f can be recovered
from s using the inverse Radon transform, which can be expressed as [17]
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f(x, y) =
1
2π

∫ π

0

s̃(θ, x cos θ + y sin θ) dθ, (2)

where s̃(θ, ·) = s(θ, ·) ∗ h. Here, ∗ denotes 1D convolution and h(r) is the Ram-
Lak filter [18] (ramp filter). In words, each projection is filtered with h(r) and
then backprojected onto the image space at its corresponding angle.

In practical settings, the sinogram s(θ, r) is measured only on a discrete
set of angles θ. In such cases, f generally cannot be perfectly reconstructed.
One approach to obtain an approximation of f is to discretize (2). Specifically,
assuming N uniformly spaced angles {θn}N

n=1 over the interval [0, π), one can
approximate f as

f(x, y) ≈ 1
2N

N∑
n=1

s̃(θn, x cos θn + y sin θn), (3)

This is the filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm of Feldkamp et al. [6].
The FBP method produces satisfactory reconstructions when the angles are

sufficiently densely spaced. However, it leads to highly nonlocal artifacts when
the projections are sparse, as illustrated in Fig. 1. To gain intuition into the
nonlocal nature of the problem, consider the setting of Figs. 1(a), (b). Here, we
measure N projections along angles {θn}N

n=1 of a Dirac delta function that is
located at (x0, y0) in the image domain,

f(x, y) = δ(x − x0, y − y0). (4)

The resulting sinogram is given by (see Supp. A.1)

s(θn, r) = δ(r − (x0 · cos θn + y0 · sin θn)), n = 1, 2, ..., N. (5)

Namely, it is a sinusoid in Radon space. As we show in Supp. A.2, reconstructing
the image using FBP yields an approximation of f in the form of a star-like
pattern with N rays that are inclined at angles {θn}N

n=1 and intersect at (x0, y0),

f(x, y) ≈ 1
2N

N∑
n=1

g
(
(x − x0) cos θn + (y − y0) sin θn

)
. (6)

Here, g(r) = k2
max

(
sinc(kmaxr) − 1

4 sinc2
(

kmaxr
2

))
. These artifacts can be sup-

pressed using a CNN, however their non-local nature necessitates architectures
with very large receptive fields.

3.2 Localizing the Inverse Transformation

To be able to effectively exploit the power of CNNs for improving CT reconstruc-
tion, here we propose to rearrange the sinogram data into a new multi-channel
image-domain representation g(x, y), before feeding it into the CNN. The key
idea is to make each (vector-valued) pixel in g(x, y) contain all the sinogram
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Fig. 3. Our proposed method (CBP). The captured sinogram’s rows are first fil-
tered with the Ram-Lak filter h to yield s̃. The multi-channel tensor g(x, y) is then
constructed by smearing each row of the filtered sinogram s̃ along its corresponding
angle to form a 2D image. The smeared images are finally arranged along the channel
dimension to form g.

entries affected by the corresponding pixel in f(x, y). Specifically, note from (1)
that a pixel f(x0, y0) affects the sinogram entries at all locations (θ, r) satisfying
x0 cos θ + y0 sin θ = r. Since we have N discrete angles, this affected set contains
precisely N sinogram entries (one r for each angle θn). We collect those N entries
from the filtered sinogram s̃ and arrange them along the channel dimension of
g(x, y). Namely, for each pixel location (x, y) and channel n ∈ {1, ..., N}, we set

[g(x, y)]n = s̃(θn, rn), (7)

where rn = x cos θn + y sin θn. Accordingly, we term our method Channel Back
Projection (CBP).

It is instructive to note that the nth channel of g(x, y) contains a pattern
that changes only along the direction θn. Particularly, for a fixed θn, if we walk
along any line of the form (x, y) = (r cos θn, r sin θn) by varying r ∈ R, then the
pattern we encounter is precisely s̃(r, θn). Thus, each channel of g(x, y) can be
formed by taking all entries of s̃ corresponding to a single angle, and “smearing”
them along that angle to form a 2D image. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.

An additional important observation is that averaging the entries of g(x, y)
along the channel direction yields the naive FBP reconstruction (3) (up to a
factor of 1/2). This suggests that our representation g(x, y) generally contains
more information than the FBP representation. As we now illustrate, this turns
out to allow a significant reduction in the CNN’s receptive field (and thus number
of parameters) while retaining good reconstruction accuracy.
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4 Experiments

To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed approach, we evaluate it on
the task of sparse-view CT reconstruction in noiseless, noisy, and motion blur
settings (we study both sensor blur and patient movement blur). These settings
are often encountered when working with low radiation doses. We also evaluate
our method on the task of limited-view CT reconstruction, where the projection
angles are spread over [0, θmax) with a θmax that is strictly smaller than 180◦.
Such settings arise, e.g. when imaging an object with periodic motion such as
coronary vasculature.

We use the DeepLesion [27] dataset, which contains clean full-dose ground-
truth (GT) CT images spanning the whole body. We used 5152 CT images for
training and 960 for testing. The train and test sets contain CT scans of different
patients (74 and 13 patients, respectively). Our approach can be paired with any
method operating in the image domain. Here, we demonstrate it with the deep
U-Net architecture proposed in [9], which achieves state of the art results in
sparse-view CT reconstruction. The architecture is shown in Fig. 4. We next
elaborate on each of the reconstruction tasks we consider.

4.1 CT Reconstruction Tasks

We simulate four sparse-view CT reconstruction tasks, in which we use 30 pro-
jection directions uniformly spread in [0◦, 180◦), and two limited-view CT recon-
struction tasks where the projections are limited to [0◦, 120◦) and [0◦, 90◦).

1. Sparse-view CT:
(a) Noise-free: The 30-view sinogram s(θ, r) serves as the measurements.
(b) Noisy: A noisy version of the 30-view s(θ, r) serves as the measure-

ments. This is done by converting s(θ, r) into intensity measurements
as I(θ, r) = I0 exp{−s(θ, r)}, contaminating it by Poisson noise as
In(θ, r) ∼ Poisson(I(θ, r)), and converting it back into a noisy sinogram
sn(θ, r) = − log(In(θ, r)/I0). Here I0 is the X-ray source’s intensity, which
we set to 105.

(c) Sensor-motion blur: Here we simulate motion blur resulting from the
rotation of the X-ray tube and the sensor array during the scan. Each of
the 30 projections in s(θ, r) is calculated as the average of 12 projections
spanning 6◦, without overlap.

(d) Patient-motion blur: We consider a simplified case of rigid patient
motion. Assuming short exposure times, we focus on motion in straight
lines. To simulate this, we draw a random direction and a random length
l for each GT image. We then sequentially compute the 30 projections
of the corresponding degraded sinogram, while uniformly translating the
image between −�/2 and �/2, along the chosen direction. Thus, each pro-
jection within the sinogram corresponds to a different shift of the image
(projection j ∈ {0, 1, ..., 29} corresponds to a shift of −�/2 + j�/30).

2. Limited-view CT: The measurements here consist of 120 or 90 projections
spread uniformly over [0◦, 120◦) or [0◦, 90◦), respectively.
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Conv + BN + ReLU
Max Pooling

Skip Connection + concat.

Up-Conv + BN + ReLU
ConvSpatial Dimension:

# of Channels

Fig. 4. U-Net architecture. The original architecture of [9], comprising five scales
consisting of 34.5 × 106 parameters, and inducing a receptive field of 203 × 203.

4.2 Reconstruction Methods

We compare our approach to other CNN based methods. These achieve far
better reconstruction accuracy than classical iterative techniques (see compar-
ison in Supp. C. Particularly, in all tasks, we compare the performance of our
method (CBP) to that of feeding the CNN with the image reconstructed using
FBP. Moreover, to evaluate the significance of allowing deep network process-
ing over the localized input, we additionally compare to a degenerate variant
of our method, that learns a weighted linear combination of channels [g(x, y)]n,
n = 1, . . . , N , before feeding the resulting single-channel image to the CNN.
This variant is equivalent to learning a sinusoidal back projection (SBP) layer,
as proposed in [8], which allows a degree of freedom over using the FBP as input,
but does not allow subsequent network layers to access the localized information.

We experiment with different model sizes corresponding to different receptive
field sizes, to show how using our method for localizing the input’s arrangement
alleviates the need for large receptive fields. To this end, we use the original
U-Net architecture of [9] (Fig. 4), as well as variants having reduced number of
scales, and thus smaller receptive fields and fewer learned parameters. The full
architectures and parameters of the variants are provided in Supp. B.

In all experiments, we train the network until convergence by minimizing the
mean square error (MSE) between the network’s outputs and the corresponding
GT CT images, as proposed in [9]. We employ the Adam optimizer with the
default settings and batch size of 32. We initialize the learning rate to 10−4 and
automatically decrease it by half whenever the loss reaches a plateau.
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Noise-Free Sparse-View CT Reconstruction Noisy Sparse-View CT Reconstruction

Blurry Sparse-View CT Reconstruction (Sensor) Blurry Sparse-View CT Reconstruction (Patient)

PS
N

R
PS

N
R

Receptive Field (# parameters ) Receptive Field (# parameters )

Receptive Field (# parameters ) Receptive Field (# parameters )

PS
N

R
PS

N
R

Fig. 5. Reconstruction accuracy vs. receptive field size in four sparse-view
CT reconstruction tasks. Our CBP input (green) consistently improves performance
over the FBP and SBP inputs, and the effect is stronger for smaller models (with
smaller receptive fields). These models struggle to handle global artifacts. Error bars
correspond to standard error of the mean (SEM) and horizontal axes correspond to
receptive field sizes and number of parameters (in parentheses). Please refer to Supp. C
for SSIM comparisons, which reveal the same behavior.

4.3 Results

We present quantitative comparisons in Figs. 5 and 6, demonstrating the advan-
tage of our method across all tasks and model sizes. This advantage is typically
bigger with smaller models, whose smaller receptive field does worse at handling

PS
N

R

Receptive Field (# parameters )

Limited-View CT Reconstruction ( )

PS
N

R

Receptive Field (# parameters )

Limited-View CT Reconstruction ( )

Fig. 6. Reconstruction accuracy vs. receptive field in limited-view CT. Our
method is consistently advantageous over operating on FBP or SBP inputs, and the
effect is stronger for smaller models, whose small receptive fields cannot handle global
artifacts. Error bars correspond to standard error of the mean (SEM). Please refer to
Supp. C for SSIM comparisons, which reveal the same behavior.
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global artifacts. Note the essential role of allowing deep learning over the local-
ized input (CBP), compared with the inefficacy of merely learning a weighted
combination of the filtered projections as in [8] (SBP). The behavior seen in
these plots exists also when quantifying performance using SSIM rather than
PSNR (see Supp. C). Figures 7 and 8 present a qualitative comparison, which
shows that our method (right) does better at removing global (smear-like) arti-
facts, while recovering finer details from the GT images (left) and inducing less
artifacts compared to the models fed with FBP or SBP.

These experiments illustrate that our CBP approach allows reducing model
size, while maintaining reconstruction performance. Note, however, that when
we change the model size we change both the receptive field and the number of
parameters. We next perform an additional ablation experiment to decompose

Limited-View CT Reconstruction (120∘)

Ground Truth FBP FBP-CNN SBP-CNN CBP-CNN (Ours)

Limited-View CT Reconstruction (90∘)

Fig. 7. Visual comparisons for limited-view CT reconstruction. Degraded
images (2nd col.) are reconstructed using a 21 × 21 receptive field U-Net, which is
fed with FBP-reconstructed images (3rd col.), with the outputs of the SBP layer of [8]
(4th col.), or with our proposed tensor g (last col.). Our method leads to more reliable
reconstructions, with less artifacts.
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Ground Truth FBP FBP-CNN

Sparse-View CT Reconstruction

Noisy Sparse-View CT Reconstruction

Blurry Sparse-View CT Reconstruction (Top: Sensor Motion, Bottom: Patient Motion)

SBP-CNN CBP-CNN (Ours)

Fig. 8. Visual comparisons for sparse-view CT reconstruction. Degraded
images (2nd col.) are reconstructed using a 47 × 47 receptive field U-Net, which is
fed with the FBP-reconstructed images (3rd col.), with the outputs of the SBP layer
of [8] (4th col.), or with our proposed tensor g (last col.). Our method leads to more
reliable reconstructions, with less artifacts.
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the effect of model size into the specific effects of number of learned parameters
and receptive field size. To this end, we train six network variants on noise-
free sparse-view CT reconstruction, keeping a fixed (21×21) receptive field size,
while varying the number of channels to induce different numbers of learned
parameters. In particular, we use our 0.5 million parameter (21 × 21 receptive
field) variant of U-Net (denoted U-Net-S2, see Supp. B) and five sub-variants
thereof, modified to have 0.5, 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 times the number of channels
(resulting in 0.1, 1.1, 1.9, 3, or 4.3 million parameters, respectively).

Figure 9 shows that the advantage of our approach is unchanged when merely
varying the number of learned parameters, without changing the receptive field
size. This supports our hypothesis that the improved performance of larger U-net
models in Figs. 5 and 6 should be attributed to their larger receptive fields, allow-
ing them to partially circumvent the incompatibility of CNNs to the nonlocal
task at hand. Interestingly, Fig. 9 also indicates that the 0.5 million parame-
ter model that uses our CBP performs better than 4.3 million parameter models
that use the FBP and SBP representations. Namely, CBP achieves better perfor-
mance with 8.6× less parameters, illustrating its effectiveness in reducing model
sizes.

PS
N

R

Number of Parameters ( )

Fig. 9. Reconstruction performance vs. model size, using a fixed receptive
field. With a fixed receptive field size, the advantage of our approach (green) remains
unchanged as the number of learned model parameters increases. This suggests that
the improved performance of larger U-net models (right points in Fig. 5) is primarily
due to their larger receptive fields, which compensate for the non-local nature of the CT
reconstruction problem. Error bars correspond to standard error of the mean (SEM).

5 Conclusion

Deep CNNs have demonstrated unprecedented performance in many image
restoration tasks. However, their operation is inherently local, making them less
suitable for handling CT reconstruction tasks, which suffer from global artifacts.
While existing works circumvent this incompatibility using deeper networks with
very large receptive fields, we inherently address the problem by proposing a new
locality-preserving representation for the CNN’s input data. We evaluate our
approach across different CT reconstruction tasks, showing how it can improve
a network’s performance, or alternatively allow reducing the model size, while
maintaining reconstruction quality.
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